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Abstract

Tendinopathy covers a range of several tendon conditions, mostly caused by overuse but at least in Achilles tendon pathology, favored by
obesity, diabetes, inflammatory and autoimmune conditions. Subclinical tendon pathology is difficult to diagnose, as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) examinations are sometimes inconclusive and not cost-effective. Elastography is an ultrasound examination method that uses
mechanical impulses to produce shear waves in the tissue of interest, then measures the tissue displacement and calculates the shear wave
speed or the elastic modulus of the examined tissue. We have used B-mode ultrasonography and shear wave elastography on 80 Achilles
tendons from healthy volunteers with or without tendon pathology history, and correlated the data obtained with the clinical parameters of the
volunteers, such as age, body mass index (BMI) and sports practice. We have shown that there is no significant correlation between the
elastic modulus of the Achilles tendon and age, sports practice and body mass index with the exception of the correlation between the elastic
modulus of the right Achilles tendon in men and age. Shear wave elastography has proved to be cost-effective for the evaluation of the
Achilles tendon in healthy volunteers and was able to monitor the evolution of one patient with old tendon rupture treated by surgery. It can
complete MRI investigation and it can replace B-mode ultrasonography particularly in monitoring the post-surgery evolution.
Keywords: Achilles tendon, tendinopathy, shear wave elastography, ultrasound.

 Introduction
Tendinopathy is a generic term comprising a whole
area of different pathologies, ranging from degenerative to
post-traumatic, metabolic and inflammatory conditions of
the tendon, such as paratenonitis, bursitis, tendinosis [1].
Achilles tendinopathy has an increasing incidence in the
general population, particularly in adults, and higher in
professional athletes [2, 3]. Its pathophysiology is still not
completely known, it is thought to be an overuse syndrome
with a complex of lesions represented by disorganized
collagen bundles, lipoid and mucous degeneration [4, 5],
as well as vascular, nervous and cellular proliferation [4,
6, 7]. Obesity is a certain risk factor for Achilles tendinopathy, by both dyslipidemia and biomechanical stress and
histopathological alterations into the Achilles tendon of
obese patients [8–10]. Other risk factors may be collagen
diseases such as ankylosing spondylitis [11], as well as
reduced elasticity of the tendons with age [12].
Although the evaluation of the elastic properties of a
tissue by ultrasound image recording of the displacement
produced by external mechanical force was described in
ISSN (print) 1220–0522

1991 [13], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) remained
the gold standard for the evaluation of soft tissue lesions,
particularly tendons, and muscles in association with
electromyography.
Elastography is a relatively new method used to record
the stiffness or softness of a tissue by measuring the
displacements induced by an external force application
on the tissues studied. There are several methods used,
but all rely on ultrasound images, and on the ability of
the ultrasound equipment to accurately record images of
the region of interest and measure the displacement of
key points on the initial image, or to measure the speed
of the shear waves produced by external mechanical
compression. The first method used was axial strain
elastography, in which a B-mode image was recorded,
then pressure was applied with the transducer, then another
B-mode image was taken and the displacement of the
tissues was compared by image analysis (pixel density,
movement of key points) [4, 14, 15]. This method has
severe limitations in tendon elastography, as the transducer must be held in the same position relative to the
tendon fibers during compression (the tendon is a highly
ISSN (online) 2066–8279
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anisotropic medium [16–18]), and depends heavily on the
ability of the examiner. Acoustic radiation force impulse
(ARFI) imaging uses ultrasound to generate compressions
of the tissue studied, therefore eliminates the necessity of
external compression with the transducer, thus enabling
more accurate measurements; it is not used in tendon
elastography because it cannot provide a quantitative
estimate of the elastic module [15]. Shear wave speed
measurements are mostly used in tendon elastography as
the transducer is able to capture high frame rate images
of the tissues studied, therefore assessing the shear wave
propagation speed very accurately, reducing the variability
observed in axial strain elastography [19]. All methods
must use an initial strain reference, as the elastic modulus
depends on the initial strain. This can be achieved either
by using a “phantom cube” of agarose and talcum
powder [20, 21], by using data of experimental studies
on in vitro tendon preparations with strain and elastic
properties measurements [22, 23], or by using a probe
with known elastic properties included into the transducer,
as most systems now use. The elastic modulus calculated
is displayed per se, corrected by reference, or as a ratio
between that of the studied tissue and another tissue used
as a reference, such as skin or bone [24–26]. Although
the tissues over the tendon should theoretically alter the
propagation of the shear wave to the tendon, it was shown
that their effect is negligible in superficial tendons [27],
thus making the Achilles tendon proper for such a study.
 Patients and Methods
The study comprised of 40 healthy volunteers, 11
males and 29 females, aged 20 to 50 years (mean age
22.03448±0.599287 years for females and 24.45455±
4.644628 years for men) four of them with Achilles
tendon pathology history, in which the Achilles tendon
length and diameter were measured by grayscale B-mode
ultrasound, then mid-tendon longitudinal elastographic
valid measurements were performed for each tendon (80
tendons in total) using an Aixplorer system (SuperSonic
Imagine Inc., France) with a linear high-resolution transducer 15–4 MHz, with the patient prone, foot in relaxed
position, 00 flexion over the edge of the examination
bed. Three valid measurements were performed for each
tendon, then an average value of the elastic modulus was
obtained, expressed in kPa. The values obtained were
statistically processed using the statistical expansion of
Microsoft Office software pack, in order to assess the
feasibility of the method in evaluation of the tendon
state in sports practitioners vs. non-practitioners, and in
healthy vs. pathological tendons.
 Results
The men vs. women ratio of the volunteers in the study
was 1:2.63, body weight of 55–85 kg and 44–78 kg in men
and in women, respectively, with a body mass index (BMI)
of 19.72–28.4 and 17.1875–24.974 in men and women,
respectively. The mid-tendon area was calculated by the
formula A=πD1D2/4, where D1 represents the anteroposterior diameter, while D2 represents the transversal
diameter. The tendon area was calculated for both tendons,
left and right, and ranged in men volunteers between

0.340234–0.682668 cm2 and 0.330386–0.691307 cm2,
respectively, and in women between 0.26892–0.501398 cm2
in the left tendon and 0.287691–0.568471 cm2 in the
right tendon, respectively. The elastographic ultrasound
images were displayed in parallel with the B-mode
ultrasound images, allowing for region of interest (ROI)
selection of the tendon part that undergoes elastographic
measurements. In normal patients without history of tendon
lesions, the tendon was stiff, with relatively uniform blue
color-coded image on the elastogram (Figure 1). Areas
of soft tissue, color-coded red, could be identified in
another volunteer, with possible diagnostic significance
of a preclinical lesion (Figure 2). The person will be
performed follow-up by ultrasound imaging coupled
with elastography in order to perform early diagnosis of
a tendinopathy, particularly for the volunteer is a sports
practitioner. The method is useful also in monitoring the
healing of an old tendon rupture (Figure 3), in which
areas of soft tissue could be identified, with possible
diagnostic significance of an impaired healing process.
In the same person, the other Achilles tendon looks
normal, with uniform blue color-coded image, signifying
normal stiffness (Figure 4). The elastographic evaluation
of the Achilles tendon were performed using different ROI
than in the images depicted, and yielded values of the
elastic modulus ranging between 54.2 and 766.466 kPa.
The detailed average elastic modulus value ranges for
men and women, left of right tendon, are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1 – Elastic modulus values in the studied tendons
Left
M

N
P
N

W
P

704.25±25.98333
657.1–754.5
281.8333
659.3167±41.31667
433.5667–782.8667
562.8667
628.3333

Right
N
P
N
P

715.9833±32.31667
675–766.4667
54.2
669.85±41.31667
452.6333–764.6333
468.8667
491.7333

M: Men; W: Women; N: Normal; P: Pathological.

With an exception of two values of the elastic modulus
in pathological conditions, most of the results were in
the range of 657.1–766.4667 kPa in men and 433.5677–
782.8667 kPa in women.
Statistical analysis
Correlation tests were performed in order to assess
the influence of sports practice, age, body mass index
and gender on the diameter of the tendon and normal
tendons elastic modulus, as well as including the four
patients with different pathological conditions history,
including old tendon rupture and history of tendinitis.
There was no correlation between the sports activity
and the sectional area of the tendons in any of the
analyzed groups (men vs. women, right vs. left tendon)
(data not shown). Moreover, the thickest Achilles tendon
was noticed in a non-sporty volunteer.
The correlation between age and Achilles tendon midsection area was positive in both men and women, but
very weak and without statistical significance. The data
with r correlation coefficient are presented in Tables 2
and 3.
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Figure 1 – Elastographic image (right) and B-mode
ultrasound (left) of a normal Achilles tendon from a
woman. Note the blue color of the elastogram, which
signifies stiff tissue.

Figure 2 – Identification of a soft tissue area within an
otherwise normal asymptomatic tendon of a man practicing sports (possible preclinical tendinopathy).

Figure 3 – Pathological tendon, old tendon rupture in a
man. Note the red colored areas on elastography, which
signify soft tissue, in this case defective healing.

Figure 4 – Contralateral tendon of the same volunteer as
in previous figure. The tissue forms a uniform elastographic image, with normal stiffness.

Table 2 – Correlation coefficient r of the age–tendon
diameter relationship for all volunteers
Women
Men

Left

Right

0.015044
0.164654

0.055518
0.16542

Table 3 – Correlation coefficient r of the age–tendon
diameter relationship after the volunteers with pathological history were excluded
Women
Men

Left

Right

0.015015
0.8706

0.058245
0.156816

As the body mass index (BMI) is shown to have an
impact on tendon health, particularly in Achilles tendon, a
correlation of this parameter with the mid-section area of
the tendon was performed, without statistical significance
(data presented in Tables 4 and 5).
Table 4 – Correlation coefficient r of the BMI–tendon
diameter relationship for all volunteers
Women
Men

Left

Right

-0.01927
0.297205

-0.07117
0.276104

Table 5 – Correlation coefficient r of the BMI–tendon
diameter relationship after the volunteers with pathological history were excluded. The correlation was
stronger in men, but without significance
Women
Men

Left

Right

-0.01849
0.3671

-0.003168
0.42686

Correlations of the same parameters (sports practice,
age and BMI) and the elastic modulus were also performed,
with the results presented in Tables 6–9.
Sports practice had no influence on the elastic modulus
of the Achilles tendon, as was in the case of the tendon
diameter (data not shown).
There is a significant relationship between age and
elastic modulus in the right Achilles tendon in men, since
this is in most cases part of the dominant inferior limb;
the elastic modulus, which is dependent of the shear wave
speed, decreases with age, as tissues harden and the shear
wave speed decreases. The correlation was influenced
by the elastic modulus of the tendon with old rupture, as
the removal of the data concerning that particular tendon
has inversed the sense of the correlation.
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Table 6 – Correlation coefficient r of the age–elastic
modulus relationship for all volunteers. There was a
significant strong inverse correlation in men
Women
Men

Left

Right

0.081083
0.480564

0.240684
-0.96874

Table 7 – Correlation coefficient r of the age–elastic
modulus relationship after the volunteers with pathological history were excluded. The correlation was
stronger in men, but without significance (p=0.07)
Women
Men

Left

Right

0.080861
0.738135

0.275996
0.687419

Table 8 – Correlation coefficient r of the BMI–elastic
modulus relationship for all volunteers
Women
Men

Left

Right

-0.38023
-0.3886

-0.09789
0.27742

Table 9 – Correlation coefficient r of the BMI–elastic
modulus relationship after the volunteers with pathological history were excluded
Women
Men

Left

Right

-0.43613
0.3533

-0.28095
0.5517

BMI was not correlated with the elastic modulus, which
was expected, as most of the volunteers had BMI within
or inferior to normal limits, with only two men and one
woman with BMI over the normal limit of 25.
 Discussion
Elastographic imaging of soft tissue is one of the major
improvements of the ultrasound investigation, as it can
render important diagnostic and prognostic information,
is non-invasive, requires less expensive equipment than
MRI, which is equally sensitive and specific, and does not
require significant training. Even if it renders important
information particularly in areas of clinical pathology
where elastic properties of the tissues, it does not replace
other imagistic investigation methods.
Elastography can have serious limits, depending on the
method used; axial strain elastography requires training
and experience from the examiner and is prone to errors
particularly when examining the tendon in transversal
imaging plane, with resulting high interobserver variation
coefficients [28, 29]. When properly performed, this
method can be used to monitor the healing progress of
the tendon after surgery [30, 31] or to detect preclinical
tendon lesions [32]. Other significant impairment is
not covered by the recent availability of sonographic
equipment capable of obtaining high resolution images
with high frame rate, and is represented by the imaging
of the profound structures, because the suprajacent tissues
are unable to properly transmit the ultrasonic pulse to the
region of interest, and therefore are unable to generate a
proper elastographic image [4]. The apparition of shear
wave elastography significantly changed the field, as it
eliminated most of the error sources, particularly the
pressure applied on the skin of the examined patients,
which is replaced by an ultrasonic pulse. The lack of

standardization of ROI/Q-box still remains, therefore
comparative analysis of different studies is difficult or
impossible [4].
The examination of the tendons can also be difficult
because most tendons are formed by different collagen
fibers bundles/fascicles, some with different insertions/
origins, and elastographic images and data differ significantly, with a need of exam standardization [33–36].
A protocol using MRI as a guide for elastographic
imaging can be settled [37], although real-time elastography has the same feasibility [38] and is correlated with
histopathological modifications of the tendons examined
[39] and with clinical scores of pain and functional
impairment [40].
We have obtained values of the elastic modulus similar
to other studies published [16, 41], but also showed some
differences in terms of correlation with age, tendon
thickness in symptomatic patients, as well as those
regarding the differences between men and women. In
the study of Sconfienza et al. [42], symptomatic patients
had thicker and stiffer Achilles tendons, while our four
volunteers with pathological history of the Achilles tendon
had either soft parts during the elastographic evaluation,
suggesting impaired healing, or not significant differences
of the elastic modulus from healthy volunteers. The
diameter of the tendons was not correlated with the
pathological history. The different findings can be explained
by the study setup, as our study was performed on predominantly non-sporty volunteers, and the other study was
performed on athletes, who are known to have different
microscopic structure of the tendon than non-sporty
persons. In their study on 127 healthy volunteers, Arda
et al. [43] found significant differences of the elastic
modulus between men and women, which was not the case
in our study, although we have found different elastic
modulus in men and women. The value of the elastic
modulus the authors found was different from ours as
well, which suggests a different calculus of the elastic
modulus. In this setting, we come across the main weak
point of our study: the utilization of elastic modulus as a
measurement of tissue elasticity. The formula our system
uses to calculate the elastic modulus is E=3ρv2, where E
is the elastic modulus, ρ is the tendon density, assumed
as 1000 kg/m3, and v2 is the square of the shear wave
propagation speed. This calculation assumes that the
tendon is an isotropic medium, which is not, even in our
particular examination setting. Several methods of correction
of this particular situation were proposed, such as the
Voigt formula [17]. In particular clinical conditions, the
density of the tendon can be different than 1000 kg/m3,
which impairs even more the method used. The method
is highly specific for subclinical tendon lesions, even if
with low sensitivity [44], and the calculation of the elastic
modulus has been validated in experimental setting [45].
However, Peltz et al. [46], found significant differences
between right and left Achilles tendon, which prompts for
caution when using shear wave elastography and for the
need of standardization.
 Conclusions
Shear wave elastography has been proved as a reliable
and cost-effective method for the evaluation of Achilles
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tendons in healthy volunteers, and can be used to monitor
post-surgery evolution of the patients with tendon ruptures;
caution must be taken during image acquisition as the
Achilles tendon is a highly anisotropic medium and this
might alter the results obtained. Shear wave speed is
a better measurement for elasticity of the tissues, as it
eliminates the inconsistencies between different methods
for calculation of the elastic modulus.
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